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I was totally confused by the instructions and so I'm doing this process I was told to give you
my property ID numbers one is 01031 100 06900 another is 010 3 1200 2790 the Third is 0-
100 3110 00680 the next is 01031 200 to 780 and finally oh 10312 0 028 11. My concern is
the variation in valuations that have taken place in the past few years. It doesn't seem to be that
it's consistent with my neighbors or other people who have similar properties. Of course part
of the issue is that we are getting no assistance to reclaim what we are losing in their yards
because of the high water. I know my neighbor has over $10,000 into it already. The Bridge
area until about 12 Street is getting dredge spoils to shore up their Shoreline and protect their
houses. Neighbors here have sold because of the high water and others are thinking of it. It
seems that there are neighbors houses as well as mine where you could walk along the
shoreline and step right through the garden bed because of the large holes from underneath
that have been eroded. Is any of this taken in consideration when valuing our properties. I was
told that there will be a chance to put this together in a more thoughtful way and make a
presentation later maybe in June I believe. I've lived here all my life and have actually seen
people forced out of their houses because of taxes. It doesn't seem that a house should be lost
that you paid on for 30 or 40 years because you're retired and can't afford to pay your taxes.
Please if you could inform me of how to proceed from here. Thank you very much Bill long.
The addresses are located on the Bay Side on 25th

Sincerely Bill long
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